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Abstract
Exoskeletons can influence human gait. A healthy gait is characterized by a certain amount
of variability compared to a non-healthy gait that has more inherent variability; however
which exoskeleton assistance parameters are necessary to avoid increasing gait variability
or to potentially lower gait variability below that of unassisted walking are unknown. This
study investigated the interaction effects of exoskeleton timing and power on gait variability.
Ten healthy participants walked on a treadmill with bilateral ankle-foot exoskeletons under
ten conditions with different timing (varied from 36% to 54% of the stride) and power (varied
from 0.2 to 0.5 Wkg-1) combinations. We used the largest Lyapunov exponent (LyE) and
maximum Floquet multiplier (FM) to evaluate the stride-to-stride fluctuations of the kine-
matic time series. We found the lowest LyE at the ankle and a significant reduction versus
powered-off with exoskeleton power (summed for both legs) of 0.45 Wkg-1 and actuation
timing at 48% of the stride cycle. At the knee, a significant positive effect of power and a neg-
ative interaction effect of power and timing were found for LyE. We found significant positive
interaction effects of the square of timing and power for LyE at the knee and hip joints. In
contrast, the FM at the ankle increased with increasing power and later timing. We found a
significant negative effect of power and a positive interaction effect of power and timing for
FM at the knee and no significant effects of any of the exoskeleton parameters for FM at the
hip. The ability of the exoskeleton to reduce the LyE at the ankle joint offers new possibilities
in terms of altering gait variability, which could have applications for using exoskeletons as
rehabilitation devices. Further efforts could examine if it is possible to simultaneously reduce
the LyE and FM at one or more lower limb joints.
Introduction
Walking is a fundamental skill and the prime gait of humans. When we walk, our footprints
(e.g., those noticed in the sand or snow) never repeat themselves exactly, demonstrating the
step-to-step variability in a continuous cycle of movement. This variability is inherent within
all biological systems. Variability can be defined as the variations that occur in motor perfor-
mance across multiple repetitions of a task over time. Traditional linear measures such as
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standard deviation and coefficient of variation can be used to assess variability. Although these
measures can indicate the magnitude of variability at certain time occurrences, the temporal
evolution of movement patterns is ignored. Gait parameters are often treated algorithmically
(i.e., smoothing, differentiation and normalization) to provide a mean picture of the individu-
al’s movement that distorts the temporal structure of variability [1]. In contrast, measures
from nonlinear dynamics examine how neuromuscular behavior changes over time and pro-
vide information about the organization or structure of gait [1,2].
A certain amount of variability is inherent in gait even in the absence of injury or pathology
[3]. The subtle fluctuations that exist with healthy locomotion might indicate that the human
locomotor system has maintained sufficient adaptability to facilitate maintaining an effective
gait despite a continuously changing environment. An increase in gait variability renders the
locomotor system more unstable and unpredictable [3–5]. Gait variability can quantify the sta-
bility of the human locomotor system. Increased gait variability has been associated with
increased fall risk [6–13]. Based on nonlinear dynamics theory, highly variable kinematics
indicate instability [8,14]. Indices, such as the maximum Floquet multiplier and largest Lyapu-
nov exponent, are used for continuous joint or trunk kinematics to assess orbital and local sta-
bility, respectively. Both indices quantify the ability of the system to recover from small
perturbations. For limit cycle systems with a constant fixed period, orbital stability is defined
using the maximum Floquet multiplier, which quantifies the ability of a system’s state (from
one gait cycle to the next) to return to the periodic limit cycle orbit after small perturbations
[15]. The maximum Floquet multiplier was first used to assess the orbital stability of walking
robots [15–21]. Human walking is not a strictly periodic movement. For such aperiodic sys-
tems, local stability is defined using the largest Lyapunov exponent, which quantifies the sys-
tem’s state responses to very small perturbations occurring continuously in real time [15].
Largest Lyapunov exponent measurements have shown predictive validity with regard to fall-
ing in various observational and modeling studies [22]. The largest Lyapunov exponent was
used to evaluate gait stability in different populations, including the elderly [13], patients with
knee osteoarthritis [23], and amputees [24,25]. However, to the best of our knowledge, both
the maximum Floquet multiplier and largest Lyapunov exponent indices have not been used
to evaluate the effect of exoskeleton actuation parameters on gait variability.
Assistive wearable robotic devices, particularly exoskeletons, are becoming established tech-
nologies. Several lower limb exoskeletons have been developed that reduce the metabolic
energy cost of walking [26–29] and hopping [30], increase walking speed [31], restore function
in mobility-impaired people [32–34] and enhance performance during loaded walking
[29,35]. To identify the effect of exoskeleton power magnitude on the metabolic cost of walk-
ing as well as the interaction with actuation timing, a recent study [36] of both actuation tim-
ing and exoskeleton power over a large range was conducted. Optimal actuation timing was
achieved with an onset of 42% stride and an average power of 0.4 Wkg-1, resulting in a 21%
metabolic cost reduction compared to that of walking with the exoskeleton deactivated [36].
It is possible that exoskeletons, which are intended to make walking easier, may do so at the
cost of increasing the variability of the locomotor system, thus making the locomotor system
unstable, as was found in a study with a pneumatic ankle exoskeleton [21]. Conversely, it may
be possible to develop exoskeletal assistance that reduces variability. This knowledge may be of
interest to people that experience reduced balance and could benefit from exoskeleton assis-
tance, such as individuals with peripheral arterial disease [4], chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease [37], or anterior cruciate ligament deficiency [5] who demonstrate increased gait vari-
ability during walking.
The effects of exoskeleton power magnitude and interaction effects with actuation timing
on gait variability within the human locomotor system are unknown. Studies on bipedal
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walking robots suggest that push-off before contralateral heel strike (i.e., early push-off) can
lead to reduced stability [38,39] and thus greater gait variability. In human prosthesis walking,
increased inter-stride variability in both push-off work and step length resulted from early
push-off timing [40]. In contrast, longer double support times, which were found with later
push-off actuation timing [40], increased the time during which both limbs can stabilize the
body and thus reduced gait variability.
A first step in avoiding unwanted increased variability and potentially reducing variability
with exoskeleton assistance is to examine the acute effect of exoskeleton walking in healthy
individuals. Therefore, this study aimed to characterize the effect of ankle exoskeleton power
and the interaction with actuation timing on gait variability. A tethered and powered plantar
flexion-assisting exoskeleton was used to vary actuation onset timing and average exoskeleton
power independently over a broad range to investigate the influence of these factors on gait
variability. Based on findings with unilateral prostheses and bipedal walking robots [38,40], we
hypothesized that late exoskeleton actuation timing would reduce gait variability. Based on a
study that compared walking with and without exoskeleton assistance and found an increased
maximum Floquet multiplier of ankle joint kinematics with exoskeleton assistance [21], we
hypothesized that higher exoskeleton power would increase the maximum Floquet multiplier
at the ankle. Finally, we hypothesized that the effect of actuation timing would be lower when
actuation power and torque are lower and closer to the powered-off condition (i.e., exoskele-
ton power and torque equal zero). We expect the results of this study to guide follow-up exper-
iments among individuals with limited mobility, eventually leading to the design of improved
exoskeleton devices that can assist mobility without increasing gait variability during walking.
Materials and methods
Participants
We recruited ten healthy female participants (age 23 ± 1.2 years; body mass 61.0 ± 4.5 kg; and
height 168.1 ± 5.2 cm). The sample size was chosen based on similar exoskeleton studies [26–
29,41,42]. All participants had no previous experience with exoskeleton walking. This study
was approved by the Ethical Committee of Ghent University Hospital, and all participants
were required to provide written informed consent prior to the start of the study. Additional
methodological details can be found in a previous study from our group [36].
Exoskeleton
We used bilateral ankle exoskeletons powered with pneumatic muscles (Fig 1). Foot switches
(Multimec 5E/5G, Mec, Ballerup, Denmark) were built in to detect foot contact. Load cells
(100 Hz; 210 Series, Richmond Industries Ltd., Reading, United Kingdom) were connected
between the exoskeleton and the pneumatic muscles to measure the pneumatic muscle force.
Linear displacement sensors (100 Hz; SLS130, Penny & Giles, Christchurch, United Kingdom)
were connected between the foot and shank sections of the exoskeletons to measure ankle
joint angles [43]. More details on the exoskeleton design can be found in the Galle et al., [36]
study.
Experimental conditions
The experiment consisted of a habituation session and a data collection session with one week
between sessions. We evaluated 12 conditions: a no-exoskeleton condition, in which partici-
pants walked without the exoskeleton; a powered-off condition, in which participants walked
with the exoskeleton but without assistance from the pneumatic muscles; and 10 powered
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exoskeleton conditions. The range of timings was chosen to be centered around the timing
that was previously found to minimize energy cost [27]. Moreover, the range of actuation mag-
nitudes was chosen to go up to just beyond net biological ankle work [41,44,45] and exceed the
largest range of previous ankle exoskeleton studies [46]. Due to bandwidth limitations of the
pneumatic actuators, we were unable to use certain combinations of late timing and high actu-
ation magnitude, and the power levels in the late timing conditions were more closely grouped
than in the early timing conditions. A feedforward control algorithm in LabVIEW (National
Instruments, Austin, TX, USA) [27,35,36,47] allowed exoskeleton programming to actuate
with a specific desired onset timing and average positive power based on real-time measure-
ments from the exoskeleton sensors. The 10 powered conditions were combinations of three
actuation onset timings, 36 ± 1%, 42 ± 1% and 48 ± 1% of the stride (Earliest, Early and Late,
respectively), for which three exoskeleton power levels were applied, 0.21 ± 0.02 Wkg-1,
0.41 ± 0.03 Wkg-1 and 0.50 ± 0.06 Wkg-1 (Low, Medium and High, respectively), and a fourth
actuation timing, 54 ± 1% of the stride (Latest) for which only one power level was applied
(Low) [36] (Fig 2).
Fig 1. Exoskeleton and sensors. The exoskeleton has a load cell that measures the tension force of the pneumatic
muscle, a linear displacement sensor that measures ankle kinematics, and a footswitch that is used to detect foot
contact. The pneumatic muscles, when filled with compressed air, can shorten and can assist plantarflexion of the
ankle during walking.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205088.g001
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Experimental protocol
The participants walked under all powered conditions, the powered-off condition and the no-
exoskeleton condition on the treadmill at 1.25 ms-1. All conditions were applied at random
and lasted four minutes with two minutes of rest between conditions.
Data collection
Exoskeleton sensor data (foot switches, displacement sensors and load cells) were acquired
continuously throughout the entire experiment (Fig 1). Full body 3D kinematics were
recorded using 51 reflective markers (four per foot, two per exoskeleton foot segment, two per
exoskeleton ankle joint, six per exoskeleton shank segment, two per knee joint, four on a plate
connected to each thigh, six on the pelvis, and five on the torso) and 14 infrared cameras (200
Hz; Pro Reflex, Qualisys AB, Gothenburg, Sweden) with Qualisys software (Fig 3). Marker
data were collected for 10 s during the third and last minute of each condition.
Data analysis
Data were exported and processed in custom software using MATLAB (MathWorks Inc.,
Natick, MA, USA). All time series data were normalized to 100 frames from heel contact to the
next heel contact using the spline interpolation function in MATLAB. All data from the left
and right legs were averaged.
Kinematics were analyzed to evaluate the effects of exoskeleton assistance on walking pat-
terns. An eight-segment model (two feet, two shanks, two thighs, one pelvis and one torso)
Fig 2. Parameter sweep of actuation timing and exoskeleton power. Actuation timing and exoskeleton power for the 10
powered exoskeleton conditions tested. Actuation onset timing is expressed as a percentage of the stride time and exoskeleton
power is expressed as the average positive exoskeleton power over a stride, summed for both legs. The dots are population
averages, and the lines are standard deviations. Each condition resulted in a distinct combination of timing and power. ([36],
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205088.g002
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was used to calculate sagittal plane joint angles with Visual 3D software (C-Motion, German-
town, MD, USA). Heel contact and toe-off were automatically detected using foot kinematics
[48]. Toe-off timing was expressed as a percentage of the stride time.
Exoskeleton kinetics were calculated to assess actuation timing and exoskeleton power.
Marker positions and pneumatic muscle force data were low-pass filtered using a fourth order
Butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency of 12 Hz. We calculated the exoskeleton moment
based on the load cell force and the moment arm of the pneumatic muscle. Actuation onset
timing was calculated based on the maximum of the second derivative of the unfiltered exo-
skeleton torque to provide a robust measure of torque onset [40]. Average positive exoskeleton
power was calculated as the numerical integration of positive instantaneous exoskeleton power
over the stride divided by the stride time and summed for both legs.
The largest Lyapunov exponent (LyE) was used to quantify the mean rate of divergence of
neighbored state space trajectories present in the attractor dynamics [49]. The LyE indicates
the amount of variability in the system and is used as a walking balance metric [7,9,14,50]. Spe-
cifically, when referring to gait, LyE values provide a measure of the exponential divergence
over time of the trajectories associated with each repetition of the stepping motion [51]. A LyE
value would be zero when there is a perfectly repeating stepping pattern, a phenomenon that
has not been observed in biological movement. Greater LyE values are associated with greater
divergence across the trajectories of a movement as it is repeated. We used the LyE to investi-
gate the variability in joint kinematic patterns, which are highly periodic [51] and because it
considers the entire time series of the joint angle (it is not calculated from only one specific
Fig 3. Experimental setup. Exoskeletons were worn on both legs. The pneumatic muscles were activated during push-
off and assisted plantarflexion of the ankle during walking. Participants wore reflective markers for data collection.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205088.g003
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time point in each time series). More detailed explanations of the methods for calculating the
LyE are outlined in previous studies [4,6,10,49]. All lower limb joint angle flexion/extension
time series were cropped to 18 strides to compare a similar number of strides across partici-
pants. This number of strides is within the range of other studies that used between 6 and 30
strides [4,12,15,52]. The false nearest neighbor and average mutual information algorithms
were used to calculate the embedding dimension and time lag for each time series, respectively
[4,53,54]. The number of time points to propagate before finding a new nearest neighbor was
set equal to 3 [51,54]. The maximum angle (from the reference trajectory in which the new
nearest neighbor must reside) was set to 0.3 radians [49,51,54]. The minimum scale length was
set to 0.0001 (minimum distance to selection of the new nearest neighbor [49,51,54]). Finally,
the maximum scale length was set to 0.1 times the maximum length of the attractor (maximum
distance to selection of the new nearest neighbor [49,51,54]).
The maximum Floquet multiplier (FM) was used to quantify the average divergence rate of
state space trajectories in response to small disturbances. While the LyE can be analyzed for all
trajectories of a system, the FM is used for closed trajectories (i.e., periodic orbits) in the state
space. Therefore, the FM assumes that gait is a periodic motion and that the analyzed gait vari-
able demonstrates such limit cycle behavior (e.g., joint motion but not stride times or stride
lengths) [22]. Greater FM values are associated with slower convergence/faster divergence
across movement trajectories, indicating poorer stability within the system. Calculating the
FM requires that the state is sampled at a discrete event in the walking cycle [15,18]. According
to previous studies on steady state walking, the FM is insensitive to the choice of Poincare sec-
tion [15,18]. Previous studies on the use of FM analysis have sampled the Poincare sections at
heel strikes as they represent biologically meaningful events within the gait cycle [19–21]. Fur-
thermore, we sampled the state at the left and right heel strikes forming two Poincare sections
[21]. Twenty heel strikes were recorded during every condition for each side. States for each
Poincare section were created into two matrices, and a least squares estimate of a linear fit was
used to estimate the Jacobian of the Poincare map (Jp) [18]. The FM was determined by the Jp
eigenvalues. The method for calculating the FM is described in previous studies [15,18,21,22].
Statistical analysis
For each condition, the means and standard deviations of the average LyE and average FM
were calculated across participants. To determine the effects and interaction effects of exoskel-
eton actuation timing and power across all conditions, we performed a mixed-model ANOVA
with subject number as random effect, different terms based on average positive exoskeleton
power and timing as fixed effects, and variability parameters as dependent parameter. For each
parameter, we started by evaluating a formula with the following terms using mixed-model
ANOVA:
Variability parameter ¼ Interceptþ b  Powerþ c  Power2 þ ðd  Timingþ e  Timing2Þ
 Power ð1Þ
Whereby Power is average bilateral exoskeleton positive power expressed in Wkg-1 and Tim-
ing is onset timing expressed in percent of stride time (i.e., on a scale from 0 to 100).
Since we did not have prior knowledge on whether the effect of average positive exoskeleton
power on variability metrics will show a monotonously rising or descending or U-shaped or
inverted U-shaped relationship, the part of the formula with b  Power + c  Power2 allows the
surface fit to follow these different possible relationships. Similarly, since we have no prior
knowledge on the effect of actuation timing on variability parameters, the part of the formula
with d  Timing + e  Timing2 allows the surface fit to follow different possible relationships.
Gait variability and ankle exoskeleton
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However, we do expect that the effect of Timing must become gradually smaller and ultimately
non-existent when approaching powered-off. The part of the formula with d  Timing + e 
Timing2 is multiplied by Power to reflect this expected behavior. Starting from this initial
form, we have used backward stepwise elimination to adapt the equation for each variability
metric by removing terms that do not significantly contribute. Our statistical method (mixed-
model ANOVA and elimination of terms that do not significantly contribute) is similar to
methods used in [55]. Based on the mixed-model ANOVA, we generated contour plots show-
ing each variability metric versus exoskeleton power and timing. To estimate the region
between the exoskeleton conditions with low power and the powered-off condition, we also
included data from the powered-off condition as input to the mixed-model ANOVA. Since
timing cannot be defined in the powered-off condition and since we expect that the effect of
timing becomes non-existent when approaching powered-off, we used the variability value of
the powered-off condition together with power equal to zero and timing equal to each of the
four timing settings as input data for the mixed-model ANOVA. By using this approach, the
variability at powered-off is plotted as a line with a constant color scale for variability on the
bottom of each contour plot similar to our previous study [36]. Finally, pairwise comparisons
were performed using paired t-tests with a Šidák-Holm correction for multiple comparisons to
search for differences between the powered exoskeleton conditions and the powered-off con-
dition, between the powered exoskeleton conditions and the no-exoskeleton condition, and
between the powered-off exoskeleton condition and the no-exoskeleton condition. We used a
significance threshold of 0.05 for both the mixed-model ANOVA and the pairwise compari-
sons. All statistical analyses were performed in MATLAB.
Results
Largest lyapunov exponent
At the ankle, Power and Power2 significantly affected the LyE (PPower < 0.001; PPower
2 = 0.001,
ANOVA; Table 1; Fig 4A). We found the lowest LyE in the Late-High condition (1.5 ± 0.53), in
which the average power was 0.45 ± 0.05 Wkg-1. The LyE in this condition was 0.65 lower than
in the no-exoskeleton condition, but this difference was not significant (P = 0.153, t-test). The
highest LyE occurred in the powered-off condition (2.4 ± 0.51). The LyE in the Early-Low,
Early-High, Late-High and Latest-Low powered conditions were significantly lower (P-values
of 0.005, 0.014, 0.001, and 0.026, respectively, t-tests) than that in the powered-off condition
(Fig 4A). There were no significant differences between the powered-off and the no-exoskeleton
Table 1. Results of mixed-model ANOVA (random effect: Participant; fixed effects: Combinations of exoskeleton power and actuation timing; outcome parame-
ters: LyE and FM of the ankle, knee and hip joints). Values indicate significant resulting equation coefficients.
Variables Intercept
Coefficient
Power Power2 PowerTiming PowerTiming2
Ankle LyE 2.4 -4.1 5.5 NA NA
Knee LyE 0.8 14 NA -0.66 0.0081
Hip LyE 0.79 NA NA NA 0.0004
Ankle FM 0.18 NA NA 0.0044 NA
Knee FM 0.25 -0.5 NA 0.0116 NA
Hip FM 0.27 NA NA NA NA
P  0.05
P  0.01; NA = not applicable to final model due to non-significant contribution. The coefficients are for multiplication with power values in Wkg-1 and timing
values in % of stride (i.e., from 0 to 100).
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205088.t001
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condition (P = 0.471, t-test). None of the powered conditions were significantly different com-
pared to the no-exoskeleton condition (P-values 0.153, t-tests).
At the knee, Power significantly affected the LyE (PPower = 0.014, ANOVA; Table 1; Fig 4B).
There were significant interaction effects of PowerTiming as well as of the PowerTiming2 on
the LyE (PPower  Timing = 0.015; PPower  Timing
2 = 0.011, ANOVA; Table 1; Fig 4B). We found
the lowest LyE in the powered-off condition (0.81 ± 0.51) and the highest LyE in the Earliest-
High condition (1.3 ± 0.79). There were no significant differences between the powered-off
and the no-exoskeleton condition (P = 0.910, t-test). None of the powered conditions were sig-
nificantly different compared to the powered-off condition (P-values 0.255, t-tests) or com-
pared to the no-exoskeleton condition (P-values 0.123, t-tests).
At the hip, there was a significant interaction effect of the PowerTiming2 on the LyE
(PPower  Timing
2 < 0.001, ANOVA; Table 1; Fig 4C). We found the lowest LyE in the powered-
off condition (0.79 ± 0.3) and the highest LyE in the Late-High condition (1.3 ± 0.5). There
were no significant differences between the powered-off and the no-exoskeleton condition
(P = 0.890, t-test). None of the powered conditions were significantly different compared to
the powered-off condition (P-values 0.132, t-tests) or compared to the no-exoskeleton con-
dition (P-values 0.271, t-tests).
Maximum Floquet multiplier
At the ankle, there were significant interaction effects of PowerTiming on the FM
(PPower Timing < 0.001, ANOVA; Table 1, Fig 5A). We found the lowest FM in the powered-off
condition (0.15 ± 0.1) and the highest FM in the Early-Medium condition (0.32 ± 0.14). There
were no significant differences between the powered-off and the no-exoskeleton condition
(P = 0.791, t-test). None of the powered conditions were significantly different compared to
the powered-off condition (P-values 0.340, t-tests) or compared to the no-exoskeleton con-
dition (P-values 0.877, t-tests).
At the knee, Power significantly affected the FM (PPower = 0.038, ANOVA; Table 1; Fig 5B).
There were significant interaction effects of PowerTiming on the FM (PPower  Timing = 0.047,
ANOVA; Table 1; Fig 5B). We found the lowest FM in the Earliest-Medium condition
(0.19 ± 0.12) and the highest FM in the Late-High condition (0.29 ± 0.11). There were no sig-
nificant differences between the powered-off and the no-exoskeleton condition (P = 0.994, t-
test). None of the powered conditions were significantly different compared to the powered-
Fig 4. Largest Lyapunov exponent of lower limb joint angles is depicted versus actuation timing and average positive exoskeleton power. a) Ankle, b)
knee and c) hip. The contour plot indicates the result of the mixed-model ANOVA. Numbers show the population mean ± s.d. for each condition.  indicates a
statistically significant reduction versus powered-off based on paired t-tests with Šidák-Holm correction (P 0.05).  indicates a statistically significant
reduction versus powered-off based on paired t-tests with Šidák-Holm correction (P 0.01). The black dotted line represents the intersection of the contour
plot with the LyE value of the no-exoskeleton condition.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205088.g004
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off condition (P-values 0.999, t-tests) or compared to the no-exoskeleton condition (P-
values 0.955, t-tests).
At the hip, there were no interaction effects of PowerTiming or the PowerTiming2 on the
FM (PPower  Timing 0.05; PPower  Timing
2 0.05, ANOVA; Table 1; Fig 5C). We found the
lowest FM in the Earliest-Medium condition (0.21 ± 0.09) and the highest FM in the no-exo-
skeleton condition (0.32 ± 0.14). There were no significant differences between the powered-
off and the no-exoskeleton condition (P = 0.974, t-test). None of the powered conditions were
significantly different compared to the powered-off condition (P-values 0.999, t-tests) or
compared to the no-exoskeleton condition (P-values 0.471, t-tests).
Discussion
This study investigated the influence of exoskeleton power and the interaction with timing on
gait variability. We found that actuation from an ankle exoskeleton can alter gait dynamics.
The LyE showed that increased exoskeleton power reduced gait variability at the ankle com-
pared to powered-off, but the FM showed the opposite effect. More specific, the Late-High
condition with bilateral exoskeleton power of 0.45 Wkg-1 and actuation timing at 48%
resulted in the lowest LyE of all powered conditions and a lower LyE than walking with the
exoskeleton without assistance from the pneumatic muscles (powered-off). Conversely, the
FM showed that higher exoskeleton power and late timing increased gait variability at the
ankle, and the FM was highest with bilateral exoskeleton power of 0.37 Wkg-1 and actuation
timing of 42%. At the knee, we found that the LyE was lowest in the powered-off condition,
and the Early-High condition resulted in the highest LyE. No effects of actuation timing or
power were found at the hip for the LyE or at the hip and knee for the FM.
The LyE at the ankle showed that higher levels of exoskeleton power resulted in greater
reductions in gait variability. As such, according to the LyE at the ankle it appears that the
ankle kinematics of walking with the exoskeleton powered are more deterministic than walk-
ing with the exoskeleton powered-off. Deterministic is defined as less randomness in the devel-
opment of future states of the human locomotor system. Deterministic behavior of the
neuromuscular system allows humans to adapt gait to changing environmental conditions.
For example, predictable aspects of the behavior of our locomotor system allow us to devise
strategies for walking on uneven terrain or walking around obstacles [4]. On the other hand,
the FM at the ankle showed that higher exoskeleton power resulted in increases in gait variabil-
ity. This result in FM indicates that the higher levels of exoskeleton power decreased the ability
of the neuromuscular system to return toward a fixed periodic motion.
Fig 5. Maximum Floquet multiplier of lower limb joint angles is depicted versus actuation timing and average positive exoskeleton power. a) Ankle, b)
knee, and c) hip. The contour plot indicates the result of mixed-model ANOVA. Numbers show the population mean ± s.d. for each condition. The black
dotted line represents the intersection of the contour plot with the FM value of the no-exoskeleton condition.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205088.g005
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This raises the question of why there are different trends in gait variability according to the
LyE and FM at the ankle joint. Local stability (i.e., LyE) and orbital stability (i.e., FM) metrics
quantify different properties of system dynamics [15]. Local dynamic stability is used to mea-
sure the divergence in terms of space and time variables. It quantifies the average exponential
rates of divergence of neighboring trajectories in state space [10]. In contrast, orbital dynamic
stability measures the tendency of the dynamic system to diverge (or converge) back to its tra-
jectory in a discrete manner only in space. To calculate the LyE in our study, we used data
from the entire time series of each joint angle including both active and inactive periods of the
exoskeleton. The FM, however, was calculated at a single point during the cycle (i.e., heel
strike). This time point is approximately in the middle of the active period of the contralateral
exoskeleton, which could be the reason why FM is affected by exoskeleton power. Of note, FM
assumes that the locomotor system is strictly periodic, but it remains uncertain whether
human gait is periodic since stride cycles differ in length and this variability has a non-random
structure [22]. In contrast to FM, the calculation of LyE takes into account the variations
between strides and the specific trajectories the human locomotor system follows through
state space from one stride to the next. This includes both phases where the exoskeleton is
active and phases where the exoskeleton is inactive, which could explain the different trend
found for the LyE compared to FM.
Actuation onset and exoskeleton power significantly affected the LyE and FM at the knee,
and the LyE at the hip. However, we found no effects on FM at the hip. These findings might
be because our exoskeleton device was designed to assist ankle joint movement, and thus,
more dynamic degrees of freedom must be controlled for the hip, which need increased con-
trol [51,56]. Future research is needed to determine appropriate exoskeleton designs along
with effective actuation timings and exoskeleton power to reduce gait variability at the knee
and hip joints, possibly combined with experiments on incline and decline walking set-ups
that require increased biological work at the knee and hip. Likely, the goal is not to reduce var-
iability to the absolute achievable minimum at each joint because that could take away the free-
dom of movement that the wearer needs to respond to small perturbations (e.g., surface
irregularities).
The exoskeleton power profile applied at each push-off was not fully controlled and exo-
skeleton power might have varied between each stride. This could explain the increases in gait
variability that we found at the different joints. Increases in gait variability may contribute to
increased fall rates and mobility problems. This is reflected in findings for the healthy young
and elderly [7], healthy elderly and elderly fallers [10,11], and healthy individuals and patients
with Parkinson’s and Huntington’s disease [57], which have been linked to increased falling
risk and decreased physical function. However, a relationship between variability and falling
has not been demonstrated in exoskeleton walking.
At this time, only one previous study from Norris et al., [21] has used the LyE and the FM
to compare the differences in gait variability between wearing the exoskeleton with and with-
out push-off power assistance. In that study, the authors also assessed the metabolic energy
cost during walking with the exoskeleton with and without power assistance. They found that
the FM increased when the exoskeleton was powered, but the metabolic energy cost was
reduced. Additionally, they found no changes in the LyE between wearing the exoskeleton
with and without assistance. Similar to their study, we found that the FM increased at the
ankle, but surprisingly, the LyE was reduced. Possible explanations could be that in their study
the LyE and the FM were calculated from the sagittal plane angular velocities and accelerations
of the foot and shank sections of the exoskeleton [21]. The authors employed a different exo-
skeleton control algorithm that augmented ankle power at push-off based on detection of foot-
flat [21]. Their algorithm may vary more in detecting foot-flat leading to increased gait
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variability during powered exoskeleton walking. Lastly, they used a different exoskeleton
design and did not evaluate multiple assistance parameter settings (actuation timing, assistance
magnitude, etc.).
We previously studied the effect of actuation timing and average exoskeleton power on
metabolic energy cost and found that the highest reduction in metabolic cost occurred with
actuation timing at 42% of the stride and an average exoskeleton power of 0.42 Wkg−1 [36]. In
the present study, the LyE at the ankle was lower at the powered condition with actuation tim-
ing at 48% of the stride and an average exoskeleton power of 0.45 Wkg−1. On the other hand,
the FM at the ankle increased in all powered conditions with the highest amount present at the
powered condition with actuation timing at 42% of the stride and an average exoskeleton
power of 0.41 Wkg-1. Future research could examine the relationship between gait variability
and metabolic energy consumption during powered exoskeleton walking.
In our study, no significant differences were found in gait variability for both LyE and FM
at the ankle, knee and hip joints between powered-off exoskeleton walking and walking with-
out the exoskeleton. These results suggest that the weight (i.e., added load) of the exoskeleton
did not alter gait variability. A previous study on load carrying found that load carriage up to
30% of body weight did not have an effect on joint kinematic variability [58]. We were only
able to reduce the LyE during powered exoskeleton walking compared to powered-off at the
(ankle) joint that was directly assisted by the exoskeleton, since LyE was the highest in the pow-
ered-off condition at the ankle and the lowest in the powered-off condition at the knee and hip
joints. It might also be possible to reduce the LyE at the knee and hip joints with knee and hip
exoskeletons, or perhaps it could even be possible to reduce the LyE simultaneously at multiple
joints by assisting multiple joints together with a multi-joint exoskeleton. Moreover, we dem-
onstrated significant reductions in the LyE at the ankle compared to that in the powered-off
condition, but we found significant increases in the FM at the ankle with higher exoskeleton
power. We also found no statistically significant differences between the powered exoskeleton
conditions and the no-exoskeleton condition for both LyE and FM metrics. Therefore, at this
stage, our exoskeleton cannot be used as a tool to reduce gait variability below the level of walk-
ing without an exoskeleton but can be used as a device to lower the metabolic cost of walking
[36] possibly without increasing gait variability compared to that of walking without the
exoskeleton.
The results of our study may not extend to global (or total) stability in which the response
of the human system to larger perturbations (e.g., tripping or slipping) is examined [15,59].
Global stability can be assessed by measuring the attraction of the locomotor system [60], or
by detecting the largest perturbations that the locomotor system could tolerate without falling
over [61]. These analyses need a large number of large perturbations to be applied to the sys-
tem to examine its reaction [15]. Therefore, they can be used to assess the stability of robots or
simulations, but it would be difficult to conduct this type of analyses in human studies.
One possible application of the present study could be the further development of exoskele-
ton actuation patterns for mobility assistance that do not reduce metabolic cost at the expense
of increasing gait variability. Our current study shows that this might be possible since none of
the conditions significantly increased gait variability compared to walking without the exoskel-
eton, and an optimal actuation pattern was previously shown to reduce metabolic cost below
the level of walking without the exoskeleton [36]. Our findings provide descriptive data of gait
variability values during walking with an exoskeleton in healthy participants that could be
used as hypothetical target values for walking with exoskeletons in other (impaired) popula-
tions. Another possible application could be the development of actuation patterns for exercise
therapy for reducing gait variability in populations characterized by increased gait variability.
We believe that our findings are of interest since they show that it is possible to alter certain
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nonlinear gait variability metrics. Further research with advanced optimization methods
[42,62–64] including larger sample sizes is needed to investigate if similar results can be
obtained in patient populations.
The present study has the following limitations. Every participant responded differently to
exoskeleton assistance. We investigated the average effects of actuation timing and exoskeleton
power on variability metrics across the population; however, the actuation parameter settings
that increased or reduced variability metrics seemed to differ between participants. Addition-
ally, participants might have adapted differently if the exoskeleton walking trials were longer
than four minutes. By using individual optimization methods, it may be possible to further
reduce gait variability. Moreover, there is no data in the literature about what are the ideal vari-
ability values for different metrics (i.e., LyE and FM) during walking. We also do not know
what the ideal amount of variability is for walking with an exoskeleton, but we believe that it
could be possible to influence certain variability parameters using exoskeletons in clinical pop-
ulations that have increased gait variability. Furthermore, overground and treadmill walking
differ biomechanically and physiologically [65,66]. Treadmills could limit fluctuations in walk-
ing that are normally present in overground walking. Contradictory results on the differences
in gait variability between treadmill and overground walking exist in the literature [52,67,68].
Thus, the treadmill may have affected the variability of gait data. Lastly, we could not fully con-
trol the shape of the exoskeleton power curve, and it is possible that other actuation parameters
affect gait variability to a greater extent. For example, our exoskeleton testbed could not deliver
sufficient power to elaborate the latest onset timing thoroughly. It would be useful to explore
more exoskeleton power with late timing. A future approach could be to evaluate the effect of
other actuation profile parameters on the exoskeleton walking variability.
Conclusions
This study examined the effects of ankle exoskeleton power and the interaction with actuation
timing on gait variability. During exoskeleton walking with pneumatic muscle assistance, indi-
viduals ambulate with reduced LyE at the ankle joint, which is one measure of gait variability.
We found the lowest LyE for the ankle with actuation timing at 48% of the stride and average
exoskeleton power at approximately 0.45 Wkg-1. No statistically significant differences in gait
variability were reported at the ankle between the powered exoskeleton conditions and walk-
ing without the exoskeleton. On the other hand, the FM indicated that higher exoskeleton
power increased gait variability at the ankle, with a bilateral exoskeleton power of 0.37 Wkg-1
corresponding to the highest FM. Additionally, exoskeleton power and actuation timing had
effects on the LyE and FM at the knee, and the LyE at the hip. In contrast, exoskeleton power
and actuation timing did not significantly affect the FM at the hip. Our study results provide
new insights into the human response to external assistance in terms of altering and possibly
reducing gait variability, which may benefit future studies focused on designing and control-
ling lower limb exoskeleton devices. This needs to be further tested for the FM via experiments
possibly using diverse and pathological populations. Future work should investigate whether
this approach provides similar changes and potentially even improvements in patient popula-
tions with reduced exercise tolerance, and examine the sensitivity and specificity of the two
nonlinear methods used in this study to aid the design of improved exoskeleton devices for
rehabilitation and clinical use.
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